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Example 6 — Heated driveway 

Summary 

This example looks at energy and cost savings from monitoring driveway heating loads for a 

commercial building. CircuitMeter provided the metering and analysis that identified significant 

opportunities to reduce unecessary heating based on month of operation, concurrent heating and 

cooling and logging hours of operation during the heating season. Energy savings of 63% results in 

$433 net savings for the whole system, an investment that is paid off in 5 years, and a 23% rate of 

return. 

Type: Demand management / Scheduling 

Sector:  Building / Residential 

Background 
A residential building was found to have high energy consumption in an energy audit conducted after 

installation of the CircuitMeter technology. The review uncovered snow melting equipment was left 

running after the end of the heating season. Repair of the control equipment was able to save close to 

63% of energy relative to original load. 

Methodology and assumptions 
A technical and financial model was developed that used emperical data collected via WebMeters for 

monthly energy loads of the snow melting equipment. The system uses 600 kWh of electricity on an 

average winter month, compared to 470 kWh per summer month. By not operating during the non-winter 

months — the majority of the year — close to 60% of energy load for snow melting may be saved. Figure 1 

shows energy consumption before and after CircuitMeter intervention. 
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Figure 1: Energy use by driveway heating system — before and after 
Source: CircuitMeter empirical data 

 

The financial model calculates the payback period (how long an investment in CircuitMeter equipment 

takes to pay off through energy savings), and a net-present value (NPV) of cash flows over the lifetime of 

the investment. An internal rate of return (IRR) — an equivalent return calculated by devaluing future cash 

flows at which the NPV is zero — cannot be calculated as the CircuitMeter investment is less than 

immediate cost savings in the project’s first year. Key assumptions are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Summary of financial assumptions 

Parameter Assumption 

Depreciation 5% 

Project lifetime 15 years 

Energy price $110 / MWh* 

* Price of electricity is given in case study dataset 

Energy savings are calculated by taking the energy savings for switching off snow melting equipment 

when not needed. Unnecessary heating occurs during warmer months and in cooler months when other 

cooling equipment is turned on – indicating it is warm out. 
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Results 

Turning off snow melting equipment when unnecessary yields annual energy savings of close to 4,000 

kWh per system. The resulting project NPV is $2,687. Payback of investment occurs in 5 years. Net and 

cumulative cash flows are summarized in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Net and cumulative cash flow 
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